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Abstract Digitalization is changing the mobility sector.

Companies have developed entirely new mobility services,

and mobility services with pre-digital roots, such as ride-

sharing and public transport, have leveraged digitalization

to become more convenient to use. Nevertheless, private

car use remains the dominant mode of transport in most

developed countries, leading to problems such as delays

due to traffic congestion, insufficient parking spaces, as

well as noise and air pollution. Emerging intermodal

mobility ecosystems take advantage of digital advances in

mobility services by providing individual, dynamic and

context-aware combinations of different mobility services

to simplify door-to-door mobility and contribute to the

reduction of private car use. However, the service plat-

forms are limited in terms of functional range, for example

they may lack integrated ticketing and rely on static data,

which makes intermodal mobility inconvenient. This

article adopts the service-dominant logic perspective to

analyze service ecosystems for intermodal mobility and

their service provision. Drawing on traditional institutional

literature, the authors question the assumption that service

logic is dominant for all actors of a service ecosystem. By

applying activity theory, the article illustrates how an

institutional logic multiplicity among actors can negatively

affect the functional range of service platforms. The results

of a qualitative study in Germany show that, in particular,

the state logic of some actors, which is characterized by the

obligation to provide mobility, impairs the quality of ser-

vice platforms in supporting citizens in intermodal

mobility.

Keywords Intermodal mobility � Logic multiplicity �
Service-dominant logic � Service ecosystem

1 Introduction

Urban mobility is at a turning point. Almost every city in

economically more developed countries is challenged by

high traffic volume caused by the predominant use of the

private car. For example, in Rome, Dublin, Paris and

London, car drivers spend on average more than 200 h a

year waiting in traffic (INRIX 2019). Other negative effects

include insufficient parking spaces (Giuffrè et al. 2012), as

well as air and noise pollution (Barth and Boriboonsomsin

2008; Willing et al. 2017a, b). Without significant struc-

tural changes, private car traffic volume is expected to

continue to increase and more cities will face such chal-

lenges as their populations increase (United Nations

Department of Economic and Social Affairs 2015).

Technical progress and digitalization have driven the

development of viable alternatives to the use of private cars
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with a combustion engine. For example, electric cars

reduce air and noise pollution. However, one obstacle to

their proliferation is the need for a resilient charging

infrastructure (Hoerstebrock and Hahn 2014). Further

examples include mobility services such as car-sharing

(Firnkorn and Müller 2011; Hildebrandt et al. 2015), bike-

sharing (Shaheen et al. 2010), and ride-sharing (Teubner

and Flath 2015), which make better use of resources.

Information technology (IT) such as sensors and the pro-

liferation of smartphones have made these shared mobility

services easier and more convenient to use. In larger cities,

in particular, citizens often have access to a range of

mobility services in addition to station-based public

transport. Combining different mobility services can help

overcome the disadvantages of individual mobility ser-

vices. For example, bike-sharing can alleviate the problem

of a long walking time resulting from the station-based

nature of public transport (Beirão and Cabral 2007).

In literature, various terms are associated with the

combination of mobility services, such as ‘co-modality’

(Skoglund and Karlsson 2012), ‘mobility as a service’

(Callegati et al. 2017), and ‘smart mobility’ (Schulz et al.

2018). In this study, we use the term ‘intermodal’ trans-

portation or mobility (Willing et al. 2017b), defined as ‘‘the

movement of people involving more than one mode of

transportation during a single, seamless journey’’ (Jones

et al. 2000, p. 349). In line with Willing et al. (2017b), we

do not equate mode of transportation with type of vehicle.

There is broad consensus that the provision of inter-

modal mobility is based on service ecosystems (e.g., Lind

and Haraldson 2015; Schulz and Überle 2018) comprised

of a number of actors, such as mobility providers, gov-

ernment agencies, and customers (Schulz and Überle

2018). For example, a national government can legisla-

tively promote car-sharing parking spaces or lots in public

spaces close to bus and train stations (Bundesministerium

für Verkehr und digitale Infrastruktur 2017). In addition to

the physical connection, the digital connection of mobility

services is also important. For instance, public transport

companies can implement sensors that provide real-time

timetable data drawn on by apps (service platforms) that

account for cancellations and delays and adjust the inter-

modal travel chain as needed. Currently, however, IT

support of intermodal mobility is limited with regard to the

functional range of these apps (e.g., a lack of integrated

ticketing and the only use of static data) (Willing et al.

2017b; Albrecht and Ehmke 2016; Schulz et al. 2018;

Schulz and Überle 2018).

The service-dominant (S-D) logic perspective (Vargo

and Lusch 2004) has been applied in the analysis of service

ecosystems in various domains, such as mobility (Schulz

and Überle 2018; Hein et al. 2018; Gilsing et al. 2018),

education (Jarvis et al. 2014), travel (Schmidt-Rauch and

Schwabe 2014; Prebensen et al. 2013), and healthcare

(Nyende 2018; Hardyman et al. 2015), to better understand

the value co-creation of their actors. In previous studies

(e.g., Hein et al. 2018; Schulz and Überle 2018), taking the

S-D logic perspective was usually considered and justified

from the point of view of one actor, often customers. For

instance, Gilsing et al. (2018, p. 2) argue ‘‘that customers

increasingly move away from a goods-dominant perspec-

tive (e.g. buying a car) but rather look at the value (e.g., the

flexibility and ease-of-use) offered by car sharing appli-

cations that provide a similar mode of transportation’’.

In this study, building additionally on traditional insti-

tutional literature, we assume an institutional logic multi-

plicity among the actors of a service ecosystem: (1) Watson

et al. (2012) show that over time actors have adopted dif-

ferent dominant institutional logics, and that S-D logic is

currently being replaced by sustainability dominant logic

focused on reducing the impact on the environment.

Because actors change at different speeds, varying domi-

nant institutional logics can be assumed. (2) Grinevich

et al. (2019) find that actors use different combinations of

institutional logics at a given point in time.

Until today, S-D logic literature (Vargo and Lusch 2017;

Akaka et al. 2013; Koskela-Huotari et al. 2016) postulates,

rather vaguely, that conflicting institutions and institutional

arrangements (e.g., rules, norms and beliefs), otherwise

known as institutional logics (Lusch and Nambisan 2015),

constrain value co-creation of service ecosystem actors.

But the role of institutional logics in service ecosystems is

not well understood (Vargo and Lusch 2017), among oth-

ers, the link between institutional logics, and institutional

logic multiplicity in particular, and the IT adopted by

actors is unclear. This leads to the following research

question: How does institutional logic multiplicity among

actors negatively affect the functional range of service

platforms in service ecosystems for intermodal mobility?

In order to better understand this link, which is also

under-researched in institutional information systems (IS)

research (Busch 2018), we apply activity theory (AT) and

its concept of contradictions (Kuutti 1996). We consider

intermodal mobility as an activity of people to get from

place to place during a single seamless journey using dif-

ferent mobility services, which can be supported by IT,

such as a service platform (app). In accordance with the

ideas of S-D logic perspective, a number of actors, such as

mobility providers and city administrations, are involved in

the activity, which are governed by different rules (i.e.,

institutional logics). We test our theoretical arguments on

data collected in four German service ecosystems for

intermodal mobility. Our results show that, in particular,

the state logic of some actors, which is characterized by the

obligation to provide mobility, negatively affect the quality

of service platforms.
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The remainder of this article is structured as follows.

First the theoretical foundation (S-D logic perspective,

concept of logic multiplicity, and AT) is outlined. Subse-

quently, the methodology is described and the results are

presented, followed by a discussion of the implications and

limitations of the study, as well as opportunities for future

research. The article ends with a conclusion.

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Service-Dominant Logic Perspective

As an overarching theoretical lens, we adopt the service-

dominant (S-D) logic perspective. Vargo and Lusch (2004)

argue that, in the past, researchers and practitioners viewed

economic activities predominantly from a goods-dominant

(G-D) logic perspective. According to G-D logic, goods

(primarily tangible manufactured products) are the primary

unit of exchange and the customers have the passive role of

purchasing such goods on the market. For example, auto-

mobile manufacturers produce more or less standardized

cars, which are sold on the international market. In con-

trast, according to S-D logic perspective, ‘‘people exchange

to acquire the benefits of specialized competences

(knowledge and skills), or services’’ (Vargo and Lusch

2004, p. 7).

Evidence of the shift from G-D logic to S-D logic can be

seen in the emergence of the sharing economy (e.g., car-,

bike-, and ride-sharing). A particular characteristic of S-D

logic perspective is that customers play an active role in the

creation and provision of services. For example, ride-

sharing companies only provide a service platform (app) to

enable service-for-service exchange between providers and

customers. Similarly, in the case of intermodal mobility,

customers can, for instance, provide GPS data from their

smartphone which an app can use to adapt the travel chain

in the event of a cancellation or delay (Schulz and Überle

2018). Originating in marketing (Vargo and Lusch 2004),

the S-D logic perspective has also been used in numerous

disciplines, such as service science (e.g., Spohrer and

Maglio 2010; Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011), education

research (e.g., Jarvis et al. 2014), and IS (Giesbrecht et al.

2017; Lusch and Nambisan 2015; Schmidt-Rauch and

Schwabe 2014; Nischak et al. 2017; Brust et al. 2017; etc.).

The S-D logic perspective focuses on three main ele-

ments: (1) the service ecosystem, (2) the service platform,

and (3) value co-creation (Lusch and Nambisan 2015; Hein

et al. 2018). A service ecosystem can be defined as ‘‘a

relatively self-contained, self-adjusting system of mostly

loosely coupled social and economic (resource-integrating)

actors connected by shared institutional logics and mutual

value creation [i.e., value co-creation] through service

exchange’’ (Lusch and Nambisan 2015, p. 161). An

exemplary service ecosystem for intermodal mobility is

described by Schulz and Überle (2018). Its key actors are

mobility providers, such as public transport, bike-sharing,

and car-sharing companies, government agencies (e.g.,

national government, state governments, and city admin-

istrations), industry associations, and customers. It is worth

noting that actors are embedded in several service

ecosystems at the same time (Akaka et al. 2013).

Rules, norms and beliefs represent institutions and

institutional arrangements (collections of interrelated

institutions) that govern the service-for-service exchange

activities of actors within and between service ecosystems

(Vargo and Lusch 2017; Scott 2008). A synonym for

institutional arrangements is ‘‘institutional logics’’ (Lusch

and Nambisan 2015, p. 163; Vargo and Lusch 2017, p. 49).

In order to ensure the function of a service ecosystem,

actors need shared institutional logics that enable them to

develop a shared worldview of their environment (Lusch

and Nambisan 2015). If the institutional logics are

incompatible, there will be conflicts that constrain service-

for-service exchange (Akaka et al. 2013; Koskela-Huotari

et al. 2016; Vargo et al. 2015). Overall, research on insti-

tutional logics is still in its infancy (Vargo and Lusch

2017). Watson et al. (2012) argue that some actors are

replacing S-D logic by sustainability dominant logic. An

example are public transport companies introducing elec-

tric or hydrogen fuel cell buses to reduce environmentally

harmful emissions.

A service platform is ‘‘a modular structure that consists

of tangible and intangible components (resources) and

facilitates the interaction of actors and resources (or

resource bundles)’’ (Lusch and Nambisan 2015, p. 162). An

example is the Android platform in symbiosis with its apps.

Service platforms enable actors to conduct service-for-

service exchange more efficiently (Lusch and Nambisan

2015; Hein et al. 2018). Without referring to the S-D logic

perspective, Albrecht and Ehmke (2016) and Willing et al.

(2017b) identify a limited functional range of apps to

support people’s intermodal mobility (e.g., a lack of inte-

grated ticketing) caused by an insufficient service-for-ser-

vice exchange.

Value co-creation refers to resource integration and

service exchange among actors (Vargo and Lusch 2017). It

is rooted in the assumption ‘‘that value is fundamentally

derived and determined in use – the integration and

application of resources in a specific context – rather than

in exchange [G-D logic] – embedded in firm output and

captured by price’’ (Vargo et al. 2008, p. 145). For

example, customers determine the value of a car-sharing

app by evaluating the provided flexibility and ease-of-use

(Gilsing et al. 2018). According to Payne et al. (2008),

technical breakthroughs and changes in the industry logic
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such as those currently taking place in the mobility market

provide important opportunities for value co-creation.

2.2 Logic Multiplicity

The S-D logic literature assumes that all actors of a service

ecosystem adopt the service logic as their dominant insti-

tutional logic. The institutional logics that complement the

S-D logic and the possibility that some of the actors of a

service ecosystem might have different dominant institu-

tional logics have been neglected in research (Vargo and

Lusch 2017). We call this ‘logic multiplicity’, which can be

defined as follows: There is logic multiplicity in a service

ecosystem if the actors have multiple, at least in part dif-

ferent, institutional logics. In particular, the dominant

institutional logic of the actors can also vary. In contrast to

S-D logic literature, traditional institutional literature,

whether it focuses on IS, management, or economics

(Watson et al. 2012; Grinevich et al. 2019; Prahalad and

Bettis 1986; etc.), highlights that actors follow multiple

institutional logics, and that the dominant institutional

logic can vary among actors. As a result, S-D logic per-

spective can be enriched by the institutional literature, and

thus provide valuable insights into how logic multiplicity

can negatively affect value co-creation of actors in a ser-

vice ecosystem. In the following, we present different

typologies, which originate from institutional literature, to

capture the varying institutional logics of actors in a service

ecosystem for intermodal mobility.

The typologies can be categorized into two perspectives,

as illustrated in Table 1. The static perspective (e.g., Gri-

nevich et al. 2019; Vickers et al. 2017) is characterized by

the assumption that an actor adopts several institutional

logics, one of which is dominant. As Watson et al. (2012,

p. 3) point out, different dominant institutional logics

among actors can be assumed: ‘‘in a particular phase of

economic development many [but not all] firms will have

adopted the same dominant logic, as implied by Vargo and

Lusch (2004)’’. Previous research shows that a dominant

institutional logic can prevent strategic alliances, and also

determines the IS needs of actors (Watson et al. 2012;

Boivin and Roch 2006).

The dynamic perspective (e.g., Joiner and Lusch 2016;

Gozman and Currie 2013) shows how societies and civi-

lizations have gone through periods with varying dominant

institutional logics. According to Watson et al. (2012), they

start from the survival dominant logic, in which gathering

of food and hunting is in the foreground, up to the food

production dominant logic, the goods production dominant

logic, the customer service dominant logic (a synonym for

S-D logic), and more recently the sustainability dominant

logic. The latter is not about reactively reducing costs by

avoiding waste or minimizing the risks of law suits, but

about actively reducing the impact on the environment. A

shift to a new dominant institutional logic does not mean

that the previously dominant institutional logic is no longer

relevant. Within a sector, such as mobility, early shifters

can invalidate the value proposition of competitors who

rely on the prior dominant institutional logic (Watson et al.

2012). IT can enable or constrain a shift, since the IT

developed up to this point reflects the needs of the current

dominant institutional logic (Slavova and Karanasios 2018;

Watson et al. 2012). For instance, Slavova and Karanasios

(2018) show how IT enables the transition of Ghanaian

farmers from a smallholder to a value-chain dominant

logic.

The typologies of the static perspective focus on a

specific domain (e.g., Vickers et al. 2017; Bunduchi 2017),

such as mobility (Grinevich et al. 2019; Schultze and

Bhappu 2017) or healthcare (Baroody and Hansen 2012).

As a result, the typologies and their institutional logics can

only be transferred across contexts to a limited degree. In

the following, we present two typologies to capture the

institutional logics of actors involved in service ecosystems

for intermodal mobility, including government agencies,

service platform operators, and mobility providers, such as

public transport companies. (1) Grinevich et al. (2019)

focus on sharing platform operators (e.g., car-sharing, and

car-pooling companies), and (2) Vickers et al. (2017) focus

on public sector organizations.

Table 1 Exemplary typologies of (dominant) institutional logics

Static perspective Dynamic perspective

Grinevich et al. (2019) Vickers et al. (2017) Watson et al. (2012) Slavova and Karanasios (2018)

Economic logic State logic Survival dominant logic Smallholder dominant logic

Social logic Market logic Food production dominant logic Value-chain dominant logic

Green logic Civil society logic Goods production dominant logic

Customer service dominant logic

Sustainability dominant logic
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According to Grinevich et al. (2019), actors apply eco-

nomic, social, or green logic, or a combination of them,

when engaging with a sharing platform (a synonym for a

service platform). In turn, a sharing platform operator must

manipulate these institutional logics in order to gain the

support of actors. Economic logic refers to the convenience

and cost advantage that a service platform can provide to

customers. In the case of intermodal mobility, a service

platform can, for instance, offer integrated ticketing with a

price advantage in comparison to individual bookings

(Schulz et al. 2018). Social logic reflects the ability of a

service platform to enable customers to gain social expe-

rience, which is feasible with sharing and public transport

services. Lastly, green logic is characterized by the fact

that a service platform can reduce the ecological footprint

of mobility and increase its sustainability. For example, a

service platform that provides intermodal mobility can

contribute to ecological sustainability by reducing the use

of private cars. This typology, however, alone is not suf-

ficient because public transport is a public service.

Vickers et al. (2017) typology of institutional logics

among providers of health and wellbeing services as a

public good is better suited as taxpayer money is also used

to maintain the public transport service (state logic).

Depending on the state or local public transportation phi-

losophy, actors may also be subject to market logic and be

pressured to provide services effectively and efficiently. In

addition, a civil society logic is evident in the focus on

social goals, such as to meet all actors’ needs for social and

economic participation, and in the emphasis of the value of

shared knowledge.

2.3 Activity Theory

It is obvious that logic multiplicity among actors of a

service ecosystem can negatively affect their value co-

creation. For instance, the legal obligation of a city

administration to reduce air pollution may seem to con-

tradict the economic objectives of a public transport

company, such as cost reduction and thus the reluctance to

invest in electric or hydrogen fuel cell buses. Similarly, it

can be assumed that the choice of IT (a service platform,

sensors for the provision of real-time data, etc.) adopted by

the actors of a service ecosystem also depends on their

institutional logics, and that logic multiplicity may have a

negative impact. We apply activity theory (AT) (Leont’ev

1978; Vygotsky 1978; Engeström 1987) to shed light on

the link between institutional logics and technology (IT),

which has been neglected in IS literature (Busch 2018). By

using the activity system as unit of analysis, we show how

a logic multiplicity can introduce contradictions which

negatively influence the functional range of a service

platform aiming to support intermodal mobility (activity).

In other words, we use AT to bridge the gap between a

micro-level understanding of practice and a macro-level

understanding of IT-enabled value co-creation in service

ecosystems (Slavova and Karanasios 2018).

AT can be used to investigate the activity of a subject,

which can be an individual or a collective, such as a cross-

functional team (Crawford and Hasan 2006), a department

(Weeger and Haase 2016), or an organization (Karlsson

and Wistrand 2006; Allen et al. 2013; Jarzabkowski 2003).

AT has been applied in many disciplines, including man-

agement sciences (e.g., Jarzabkowski 2003), organizational

sciences (e.g., Blackler et al. 2000), and IS (Allen et al.

2013; Hasan et al. 2016; Karanasios and Allen 2013, 2014;

Weeger and Haase 2016; Slavova and Karanasios 2018;

etc.). The unit of analysis is always a ‘‘collective, artifact-

mediated and object-oriented activity system’’ (Engeström

2001, p. 136). Figure 1 illustrates the elements of a generic

activity system and how these elements are defined in the

current study.

An activity of a subject, such as getting from one place

to another, is always mediated by one or more instruments,

which enables it to transform an object and to achieve an

outcome more efficiently (Allen et al. 2013; Blackler et al.

2000). An individual conducting intermodal mobility can,

for instance, use a service platform (app) to purchase a

combined ticket for bus and subsequent train transport.

Without this instrument, she would have to purchase the

tickets separately, which requires greater cognitive effort

and more time. This relationship is shown in the top tri-

angle in Fig. 1. In an activity system there are further

elements (rules, community, and division of labor) which

moderate the relationship between the subject and the

object. The previous example illustrates that a collective

community with a division of labor evolves around an

Fig. 1 Generic activity system (Engeström 2001) and application to

current study (in parentheses)
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object (Engeström 2001). In the present case, the com-

munity includes a number of actors, such a bus and a train

company that provide the transport service, and the city

administration, which is responsible, for example, for road

construction and maintenance. Each actor has multiple

points of views, traditions, and interests, leading to multi-

voicedness (Engeström 2001). For instance, a city admin-

istration may prioritize low ticket prices for public trans-

port and restrictive parking regulations in order to

encourage public transportation and reduce private car use,

while private and perhaps public transport companies want

to generate the largest possible revenues. As a result, a

number of rules are needed to govern the different actors

and their collaboration. The positions of the actors, their

histories, and the history of the activity system are ‘‘en-

graved in its artifacts, rules and conventions’’ (Engeström

2001, p. 136).

Referring to the S-D logic perspective, the institutional

logics (e.g., rules, norms and beliefs) of each actor,

including their dominant institutional logic, are captured by

the rules element and also reflected in the instruments.

Logic multiplicity in a service ecosystem can negatively

affect the functional range of a service platform, reflected

by contradictions in the activity system. According to

Kuutti (1996, p. 34), contradictions represent ‘‘a misfit

within elements [of an activity system], between them,

between different activities, or between different develop-

mental phases of a single activity’’. However, contradic-

tions are only indirectly revealed through ‘‘problems,

ruptures, breakdowns, and clashes’’ (Kuutti 1996, p. 34).

Due to their nature, they are in opposition to the motive of

the activity system and the goals actors are individually or

collectively striving to achieve (Allen et al. 2013).

3 Methodology

3.1 Research Context

We consider Germany a suitable focus for our study of

service ecosystems for intermodal mobility for several

reasons. First, intermodal mobility is increasingly relevant

in Germany. Just recently, courts have banned diesel cars

from driving in some areas of several cities to reduce air

pollution (ADAC 2019). Such government interventions

heighten the need for intermodal mobility. In addition,

many cities suffer from congestion. For example, in Berlin,

car drivers waited on average 154 h in traffic in 2018, the

highest average in Germany (INRIX 2019). This further

drives citizens’ desire for alternatives to private car use.

Second, a shift in mobility behaviour towards intermodal

mobility is expected in Germany. For instance, among

18–24 year olds living in Germany the importance of

private car ownership and the emotional attachment to the

car is decreasing (Bratzel 2018). Third, Germany is well

situated to implement intermodal mobility due to its

extensive public transport infrastructure, public pressure to

realize intermodal mobility, and supportive legal condi-

tions (Marx et al. 2015; Willing et al. 2017b). For example,

German government agencies subsidize public transport

company net losses every year, which totaled 3 billion

euros in 2016 (Verband Deutscher Verkehrsunternehmen

2018).

3.2 Data Collection and Analysis

To answer our research question, we analyzed qualitative

data collected from several actors embedded in different

German service ecosystems for intermodal mobility. As

outlined in literature, such an approach is suitable to

understand new and complex phenomena (Yin 2014;

Eisenhardt 1989) and is thus well-suited for the analysis of

the logic multiplicity of actors and its impact on the

functional range of service platforms. In addition, it is

especially useful for generating practice-relevant knowl-

edge (Gibbert et al. 2008).

To identify suitable service ecosystems and actors, we

selected the German federal state of Baden-Württemberg to

ensure that the examined service ecosystems are anchored

in the same state-level legal environment. We then selected

four cities with at least 100,000 inhabitants (denoted as city

1 to 4) (Statistisches Bundesamt 2011) because big cities

are more immediately confronted with the problems caused

by the predominant use of private cars, and often have a

more extensive infrastructure for intermodal mobility (e.g.,

bike- and car-sharing services) than smaller cities and

towns.

In line with Yin (2014), we used interviews to collect

primary data. Based on our theoretical foundation, we

developed slightly different semi-structured interview

guidelines for the actors, such as government agencies and

public transport companies (Table 2). Semi-structured

interviews offer us a high degree of flexibility and give us

the opportunity to respond to interesting issues that become

clear during the interview (Flick 2009). When designing

the guidelines and conducting the interviews, we ensured

that the questions did not evoke socially desirable answers.

Whenever possible, our questions did not focus directly on

the institutional logics (e.g., green logic) under examina-

tion. Accordingly, we asked relatively broad questions,

such as ‘What should future mobility look like?’, ‘What

steps are necessary to put this future mobility into prac-

tice?’, and ‘What tasks does this imply for your organi-

zation?’. In addition, the guidelines contained more

detailed questions on the activity system elements, in

particular on the (IT) instruments (e.g., on service
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platforms and sensors for the provision of real-time

timetable data). Exemplary questions are: ‘Why do you

(not) cooperate with one or more smart integrators?’ and

‘What value can smart integrators provide for customers?’.

This interview design helps mitigate potential bias due to

socially desirable answers of interviewees.

We interviewed ‘‘numerous and highly knowledgeable

informants’’ (Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007, p. 28), such as

managing directors, department heads, and project man-

agers, to further mitigate potential bias, taking a snowball

sampling approach (e.g., Su 2013) to identify experts from

additional organizations involved in the service ecosystem.

In total, sixteen actors agreed to be interviewed. We also

triangulated the data (Flick 2009; Miles et al. 2014) with

information provided on actors’ websites.

Transport and tariff associations are alliances of gov-

ernment agencies (e.g., state government, city administra-

tions) and public transport companies, which are tasked

with organizing and providing public transport in a

restricted local geographic area (Reinhardt 2012). They

offer a range of mobility services, such as bus, subway, and

tram transport, but also potentially sharing services such as

bike-sharing. Car park operators are included in the sam-

ple because they manage the infrastructure required to

combine private car driving and alternative mobility ser-

vices. Emerging smart integrators are companies that use

IT to support intermodal mobility, for example by devel-

oping service platforms (apps) that automatically adapt

intermodal travel chains in case of a delay (Schulz et al.

2018). The interviews were conducted between October

2018 and January 2019, lasting on average 38 min.

Afterwards, the recordings were transcribed.

For data analysis, we used the NVivo 12 software pro-

gram. One of the researchers coded the data. Subsequently,

in order to ensure reliability, the other researchers cross-

checked the results (e.g., Weeger and Ott-Schwenk 2017).

The coding process consisted of two rounds of analysis and

followed the approach proposed by Strauss and Corbin

(1998). In the first round, the data was coded according to

the different elements of the activity system (rules,

instruments, etc.). In the second round, we further cate-

gorized the codes of the rules and instruments element. For

instance, the codes belonging to the rules were assigned to

different institutional logics. This approach revealed

problems (i.e., contradictions) affecting the functional

range of service platforms that arise from logic multiplic-

ity. Next, we compared the coding for the actors within and

across the service ecosystems for similarities and differ-

ences. During the interpretation of the codes, we followed

the recommendation of Miles et al. (2014) and discussed

the emerging results in the research team.

4 Results

4.1 Logic Multiplicity in Service Ecosystems

for Intermodal Mobility

Our analysis confirms that there is a logic multiplicity

among the actors of the service ecosystems for intermodal

mobility and, in particular, that service logic is not the

dominant institutional logic for all actors, as postulated in

S-D logic literature. By drawing on AT, we illustrate that

the institutional logics of each actor, which are assigned to

the rules element of the activity system, are directly linked

to the elements denoted as subject, object, and community,

as illustrated by the shaded diamond in Fig. 2. In other

words, the diamond reflects ‘‘how actors [subject or com-

munity] are influenced by and seek to influence institu-

tional logics’’ (Busch 2018, p. 1) in the context of

intermodal mobility. This link between the service

ecosystem actors and their institutional logics, as high-

lighted on the right side of Fig. 2, has been the focus of

previous institutional literature from the IS field.

In the case of logic multiplicity, there is a risk of con-

flicting institutional logics. For example, from the per-

spective of a city administration, public transport

represents a public good (i.e., state logic) and a high ser-

vice frequency can contribute to the attractiveness of the

city. In contrast, a private public transport company aims to

Table 2 Overview of the

interviewees conducted
Actor City 1 City 2 City 3 City 4

State ministry SM

State public transit authority SPTA

Region administration RA1 n.a. n.a. n.a.

City administration CA1 CA2 CA3 CA4

Transport and tariff association TTA1 TTA2 TTA3 TTA4

Public transport company – PTC2 PTC3 –

Car park operator – CPO2 – –

Smart integrator (industry association) SIIA n.a. SIIA SIIA

Smart integrator (private) SIP n.a. SIP SIP
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maximize its profits and would therefore prefer to closely

align route frequency to passenger volume. Which of the

institutional logics prevail therefore has an impact on the

intermodal mobility of the subject and the related outcome

(e.g., short vs long travel time). The institutional logics of

the actors also influence which instruments are used in the

service ecosystem (activity system). Accordingly, con-

flicting institutional logics due to logic multiplicity can

lead to contradictions in the instruments element, which in

turn negatively impact the object and the outcome. The link

between institutional logics and technology (IT) has so far

been largely neglected in IS research and is discussed in

Sect. 4.2.

On the basis of the interviews, we checked whether the

actors follow the institutional logics described in the the-

oretical background. Our results reveal that most actors

have adopted service logic. The representatives (e.g.,

SPTA, TTA1, PTC3) emphasize that a single mobility

service, such as station- and timetable-based public trans-

port, which adheres closely to G-D logic, has significant

limitations. They expect that value co-creation in a service

ecosystem and the provision of intermodal mobility can

better satisfy customer needs. This can be seen from the

following exemplary quotations:

I think you have to get there [intermodal mobility],

because you have to cover the last mile (PTC2).

Future mobility should be intermodal. This means

that it must be possible for me to decide at the

starting point how I can get to my destination most

quickly and comfortably. I am firmly convinced that

not only the car will be used, but that citizens will

switch to other forms of mobility during a trip (CA2).

The representative of TTA4 has a particularly pronounced

service logic, questioning the current object of the activity.

According to his vision, additional service providers should

participate in the service ecosystem:

To get away from the thought ‘a ride is booked’, but

instead to say, ‘an activity is booked’. The aim of the

trip is in the focus. For example, I book a cinema

ticket and simultaneously transport for the way there

and the way back (TTA4).

Nevertheless, it cannot be assumed that an institutional

logic always applies to an actor. As written above, the

representative of CA2 has adopted service logic. However,

it is bound to the presence of specific actors in the service

ecosystem (community):

In Stuttgart, for example, Car2Go only works in the

city centre because there are a lot of people, a lot of

fluctuation, a lot of short distances that are covered by

private car. In my eyes, where it makes sense to

establish car-sharing, namely in the outskirts, and

then connect it to public transport, such as trams and

subways (which run every 5 to 10 min), Car2Go has

now terminated its operations. That is tragic because

it prevents modern mobility (CA2).

But not all actors have adopted service logic, as is

illustrated by the following statements by CPO2. The

reason for this is that a need for intermodal mobility is not

appreciated by all customer segments (subject):

We haven’t thought much about it yet because most

of our customers haven’t highlighted this need.

Maybe we’re a bit conservative about that, too

(CPO2).

Fig. 2 Elements of the activity

system affected by logic

multiplicity
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I drive my car to the train station and switch to the

train. But I can also get to the train station by bus or

tram. But would you like to switch as a businessman?

I don’t know (CPO2).

Instead, a rather G-D logic is adopted, emphasizing the

importance of private cars:

The goal of Porsche AG and Volkswagen AG is to

sell cars. The goal of car park operators is to provide

parking spaces. If there are fewer cars in the future,

everyone has a problem. This is really in the near, or

hopefully not so near future, a question of existence

(CPO2).

These explanations show how the institutional logics of

actors are influenced by the activity system elements of the

shaded diamond (subject, object, and community). In line

with the assumption of logic multiplicity, the actors have

adopted several and different institutional logics. One of

these is civil society logic, which focuses on social goals,

such as social and economic participation, and on the

implementation of knowledge sharing. The social and

economic participation (e.g., undertaking leisure activities,

pursuing a job) of specific groups of people, such as the

elderly, people with low incomes, or rural dwellers, is

ensured by taking into account their special needs with

regard to mobility services:

There is often the claim: ‘‘‘I want a sales person’.

(…). ‘I want to be able to ask someone’. (…). These

are people who either don’t have internet access or

can’t operate the smartphone’’ (SPTA).

The developments in the field of ride-pooling, ride-

sharing, all the shuttle services, (…) also have a

positive effect. This is a very good way to better

connect rural areas (TTA4).

In addition, civil society logic highlights the need to share

knowledge. The exchange of information relating to the

transport service, such as line schedules and (real-time)

timetable data, is supported by most of the representatives.

However, there are often (privacy) concerns relating to the

sharing of customer data (e.g., PTC3; TTA4):

They can access our data. We’re not a government

agency, but we are a state institution. Our aim is not

to make a lot of money, but to provide information so

that others can use it (SPTA).

It is presumed, as in the case of Google, that they are

very commercialized and market-research oriented.

This means having an interest in selling data to other

private companies. This is of course something that

neither a transport and tariff association nor a

government agency, such as a city administration,

can support (CA3).

Many actors also support economic logic and attempt

attracting more customers through price discounts for a

mobility service. The representative of TTA3, for instance,

explains that a new tariff was introduced which takes into

account the beeline distance between the start and end

location:

By the way, the electronic tariff for example (i.e., the

beeline distance tariff), is for the vast majority of

users cheaper than other tariffs. So, in this respect, it

is an incentive (TTA3).

Taking account of the current public debate on ecological

sustainability and the recent driving bans on diesel cars in

certain areas in some German cities, it is not surprising that

the behaviour of the actors is influenced by green logic. For

the smart integrators, this could be one way to legitimize

their role:

Secondly, an ecological advantage is achieved

because we can encourage citizens to switch from

their private car to other mobility offerings, such as

public transport. Public transport is mostly available,

and of course it is our aim to encourage citizens to

use this offering where it is available. And if public

transport is not available, we intelligently comple-

ment mobility with bicycles, car-sharing, shuttle

service, taxi service, etc. (…). This enables us to

reduce emissions extremely. That is one of our goals.

This is the core benefit (SIP).

The green logic also represents the dominant institutional

logic for the representative of CA4, who state:

The core topic of future mobility is sustainability in

mobility – sustainability and urban compatibility. A

focus of the traffic development plan is also on the

environmental alliance (i.e., cycling, walking, and

public transport). This should be strengthened, and its

share be further increased at the expense of motorized

private transport (CA4).

As this representative explains, the provision of intermodal

mobility (service logic) is only one way to achieve this

goal. Other approaches focus on the reduction of traffic

volume by improving local infrastructure and thus short-

ening distances to meet needs (go shopping, get to work,

etc.), as well as on regulatory actions, such as speed limits.

Table 3 provides an overview of the actors’ institutional

logics. In some cases, based on the interview data, the

dominant (*), or at least a non-dominant institutional logic

(�), could be identified. For example, ‘‘the core topic of

future mobility is sustainability in mobility’’ (CA4) versus
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‘‘sustainability is certainly one of the goals’’ (CA2).The

representatives (CA3, PTC3, TTA1, etc.) also followed

market logic, which is characterized by the goal of

providing a mobility service more effectively and effi-

ciently. This puts transport services and distribution in

focus:

We need ‘‘to make buses more efficient. Bus trans-

port is often like that – you may know it – at 9 pm

mostly only hot air is transported. Or, there are one or

two people sitting in the bus and that’s it. If you make

bus transport more flexible, independent of timeta-

bles and bus stops, there is a greater chance to

Table 3 Logic multiplicity among the actors of the service ecosystems for intermodal mobility

Actor City 1 City 2 City 3 City 4

State ministry (SM) Civil society logic

Economic logic

Green logic

Service logic*

State logic

State public transit authority (SPTA) Civil society logic

Economic logic

Service logic

State logic*

Region administration (RA) Civil society logic

Green logic�
Service logic

State logic

City administration (CA) Civil society logic Civil society logic Civil society logic –

Economic logic – – –

Green logic* Green logic� Green logic Green logic*

– – Market logic –

Service logic Service logic Service logic Service logic

State logic State logic State logic State logic

Transport and tariff association (TTA) Civil society logic – Civil society logic Civil society logic

Economic logic Economic logic Economic logic Economic logic

Green logic – Green logic Green logic

Market logic� – – Market logic�
Service logic Service logic Service logic Service logic

State logic – – State logic

Public transport company (PTC) – Civil society logic

– Economic logic

– Green logic�
Market logic Market logic

Service logic Service logic

Car park operator (CPO) Civil society logic

Goods logic�
Market logic

State logic

Smart integrator – Industry association (SIIA) Civil society logic Civil society logic Civil society logic

Service logic Service logic Service logic

Smart integrator – Private (SIP) Economic logic Economic logic Economic logic

Green logic* Green logic* Green logic*

Market logic Market logic Market logic

Service logic Service logic Service logic
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achieve a higher occupancy rate and to save costs’’

(TTA4).

Of course we try to reduce the number of ticketing

machines from an economic point of view (TTA4).

Lastly, the behaviour of some actors is influenced by state

logic, according to which a mobility service represents a

public good:

Prices cannot always be calculated to cover costs.

This is similar to most swimming pools and libraries.

Public transport is basically a loss-making system,

and therefore a public service obligation. Of course,

there are transport lines and means of transport that

generate profits, that is clear. But there are also others

that have to be subsidised in order to maintain the

offer. Public transport companies have usually a self-

coverage ratio between 60 and 90 per cent and the

difference is subsidised by policy (TTA1, see also,

e.g., CA2, SM).

Further characteristics of the state logic are the execution

of tenders (RA1, SM, SPTA, etc.) and the obligation to

approve tariffs (e.g., TTA1).

4.2 Logic Multiplicity and Its Negative Effect

on the Functional Range of Service Platforms

By drawing on AT, we can also better understand the link

between institutional logics and technology, which is

underexplored in the IS literature. We show that a logic

multiplicity among the actors of a service ecosystem, as

evidenced in Sect. 4.1, can lead to contradictions affecting

the instruments element, such as stifling widespread use of

sensors that generate real-time timetable data. As a result,

the functional range of a service platform is limited, which

in turn leads to inconvenient intermodal mobility (e.g., no

real-time updates are provided in the case of a delay). The

link between institutional logics and technology is graph-

ically illustrated in Fig. 3. A logic multiplicity among the

actors of a service ecosystem concerns the activity system

elements in the light grey diamond. Conflicting institu-

tional logics induce contradictions into the light grey dia-

mond, which are transferred to the dark grey diamond, and

are revealed as problems and clashes in the instruments

element.

4.2.1 Private Service Platforms

4.2.1.1 Service Logic Versus State and Civil Society

Logic Among the negative results of contradictions

resulting from logic multiplicity of a single actor are the

lack of a means to book and pay for tickets with one click

(TTA4) and weak recommendations for intermodal

mobility due to restricted access to big data analytics based

on distributed data (PTC3). Taking the service logic per-

spective, the current situation is unsatisfactory for cus-

tomers, as highlighted by the following exemplary

quotation:

The advantage of all intermediaries for the customer

is that the whole offer is provided. With regard to

Moovel, I say: Yes, it can be booked from a single

source. However, in the case of Moovel there is a

difference. If I want to book, for example, a Stadt-

mobil car via the Moovel platform, I still have to be a

Stadtmobil customer. Thus, I always have several

customer accounts. In my opinion, this has to be

changed in order to make the offer more permeable,

transparent, and attractive (TTA4).

The state (TTA4) and civil society logic (PTC3, TTA4) of

the actors, however, prevent a better technical solution.

The reason for this is that independence from private smart

integrators (e.g., by data sovereignty) is considered neces-

sary for achieving the goals associated with these institu-

tional logics:

It is extremely important for us – and I also think for

the passengers – that the transport and tariff associ-

ations and the public transport companies retain

sovereignty over the platform and the data (the dis-

tribution channels) simply for the reason of main-

taining direct access to the customer and not

becoming dependent on these intermediaries. (…). As

a commissioning authority for public transport, we

are a transport and tariff association that consists of

government agencies (we are thus a public authority),

we also have a certain obligation to provide mobility

not only where demand is high, but also in remote

areas that are not as profitable. Therefore, we need to

be able to exert influence. If we can design a plat-

form, we can also determine the offer (TTA4).

If the customer uses mobility services offered by

Moovel [the mobility services provided by parent

company, Daimler AG] in addition to purchasing our

tickets, then Moovel is also entitled to own the cus-

tomer data. (…). But, in general, customer data is the

property of the transport company (i.e., of us).

Moovel can’t work with this data (PTC3).

In order to solve this contradiction, the TTA4 is working on

its own service platform and the construction of stations

where citizens can choose between different mobility

services.

4.2.1.2 Service Logic Versus Green Logic The analysis

of logic multiplicity also provides insights into why a
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service-for-service exchange with private smart integrators

is not endorsed, as in the case of CA2 (‘‘on part of the

administration, we would not recommend this’’). One

reason is the lack of willingness to exchange data in terms

of civil society logic. Another reason is the contradictory

effect of the green logic:

In areas where actual alternatives are available,

because the bus runs every five minutes from A to B

in [name of the city], I don’t need another product

[such as Moovel] that ultimately only clogs the

streets [e.g., with car-sharing cars] (CA2).

4.2.1.3 Civil Society Logic Versus Market Logic The

civil society logic prevents actors (e.g., PTC3, TTA1) from

becoming more effective and efficient through the use of

(private) service platforms according to the market logic,

which might encourage a more extensive service-for-ser-

vice exchange:

We need the ticketing machines. Policy precludes

expecting everyone to own a smartphone. That is

actually the main reason. The ticket machines have to

be serviced, staff has to drive around and clean them.

That is what makes the ticketing machines more

expensive (TTA4).

The previous results show the negative effects of contra-

dictions due to logic multiplicity of one actor on the

functional range of a service platform of private smart

integrators. The following illustrates the negative effects of

contradictions caused by logic multiplicity between actors

on the functional range of service platforms in general.

4.2.2 Service Platforms in General

4.2.2.1 Service Logic Versus State and Civil Society

Logic A result of contradictions caused by the logic

multiplicity between two actors is the limited focus of a

service platform on a city, or on a local geographical area.

Thus, the actual needs of citizens, for instance of com-

muters, as postulated by the service logic, are not suffi-

ciently taken into account:

This is definitively an issue we will look at or have to

look at. Because the customer/user needs such solu-

tions. But as I said, there is a difference whether I do

this between regions or in a city. It also depends on

who the public transport operator is. In a city such as

Stuttgart, for example, there is the Stuttgarter

Straßenbahnen AG and the region is operated by the

Verkehrs- und Tarifverbund Stuttgart (VVS). If it

becomes supra-regional, Ulm has its own municipal

public transport company and there will be also

something like the VVS for the region of Ulm. They

all have different fare models and timetables and that

makes integration difficult (SIIA).

A reason for this is the adoption of state logic through a

number of actors (CA2, RA1, SPTA, etc.), which is bound

to a smaller geographical area: For instance, ‘‘the city is the

commissioning authority’’ (CA3). In addition to high

complexity, which occurs from the civil society logic

(e.g., CA3), and the goal of ensuring the social and

economic participation of all citizens: ‘‘There are tickets

for students and for pupils. We have a ticket for the

working population. So there are tickets for different

groups of people’’ (PTC3).

Fig. 3 Logic multiplicity and

its negative effect on the

functional range of service

platforms
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In order to facilitate intermodal mobility between dif-

ferent local geographical areas, for example through an

expanded geographical focus of service platforms, it was

recently decided to introduce a tariff which enables the

combination of long-distance train transport and local

public transport at the start and destination point (SM,

SPTA, etc.). Expressing a service logic, the representative

of SM stated that its organisation intends to allow the

distribution of the tariff to service platforms as well.

However, the industry association does not want compa-

nies other than its members to be allowed to sell the tariff.

A means of exerting pressure to enforce this claim is the

industry standard for electronic tickets, which is coordi-

nated by the industry association. A corresponding certifi-

cation is required to be able to sell this tariff ticket:

At the time, we opted for the industry standard [for

electronic tickets], i.e., the standard of [name of the

industry association]. This is now an obstacle to the

competitive tendering of the distribution channel,

which leads to cars and no tickets being sold. Of

course you don’t want that (SM).

The service and state logic, as revealed by the represen-

tative of SM, which would enable federal state-wide

electronic ticketing by service platforms, are undermined

by lacking support from the industry association due to the

state logic perceived as valid up to this point in time.

According to this, only its members are allowed to sell

tickets. This is also evident from the quotation of the

representative of SIIA, who is working on the implemen-

tation of a service platform for the industry association:

Moovel is a sales intermediary who wants to sell the

products of our members. This is exactly what we do.

That is why I have to say we don’t have too much

interest in working together (SIIA).

A better (digital) combination of mobility services through

service platforms by providing, for example, real-time

timetable data and electronic tickets, is also prevented by

the state logic of several other actors (e.g., SPTA), which

includes the establishment of (price) competition through

tenders. The price competition restricts the potential

service logic of public transport companies:

At the moment, the state of Baden-Württemberg is

strongly focusing on competition. I believe that this

more or less completely prevents [digital] connection

[of mobility services], as it creates very strong com-

petition among all public transport companies. I

believe that it is difficult, in particular, if the state

more or less enters a price competition, like today,

and does not focus on quality (PTC2).

4.2.2.2 Service Logic Versus Market Logic On the other

hand, the representative of SPTA questions the actual

existence of service logic in the case of public transport

companies. According to his experience, they provide the

contractually specified mobility service with the greatest

possible efficiency, passing on costs related to better digital

connectivity:

If we request something about the contract, about the

tender, we also bear the full costs. (…). When I say,

‘you have to introduce mobile ticketing’, the public

transport companies estimate the costs and it has to

be paid for. Everything I prescribe or wish for will

have a price tag (SPTA).

5 Discussion

5.1 Implications for Theory

Our study provides important implications for theory. First,

our results highlight the need for researchers to exercise

greater caution when taking the S-D logic perspective,

which applies to numerous studies in various disciplines

(e.g., Ordanini and Parasuraman 2011; Jarvis et al. 2014;

Giesbrecht et al. 2017; Schmidt-Rauch and Schwabe 2014).

At present, researchers rely on a simplified but in some

cases obviously wrong assumption that all actors in a ser-

vice ecosystem adopt service logic as their dominant

institutional logic. Researchers often did not justify this

assumption, or only by discussing the advantages that arise

from adopting the S-D logic perspective for an exemplary

actor (Hein et al. 2018; Schulz and Überle 2018; etc.). This

actor is often the customer, whose needs can be better

satisfied by actors working together in a service ecosystem

in order to provide service, such as intermodal mobility.

Logic multiplicity, which is defined as the adoption of

multiple, partly different, institutional logics, and possibly

even different dominant institutional logics through actors

and resulting problems, however, has not yet been con-

sidered. S-D logic literature only highlights the importance

of shared institutional logics for the functioning of service

ecosystems (e.g., Lusch and Nambisan 2015; Vargo and

Lusch 2017) and the negative consequences of the lack of

shared institutional logics on value co-creation (Akaka

et al. 2013; Koskela-Huotari et al. 2016; Vargo et al. 2015).

Thus, by providing evidence of logic multiplicity among

actors in service ecosystems, we contribute to a stronger

theoretical foundation and better application of the S-D

logic perspective.

Second, based on the need to capture the logic multi-

plicity in service ecosystems for intermodal mobility, we

draw on traditional institutional literature (e.g., Grinevich
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et al. 2019; Slavova and Karanasios 2018; Watson et al.

2012) to identify institutional logics of actors. Our review

shows that typologies take either a static or a dynamic

perspective. Adopting a static perspective, it is assumed

that an actor follows several institutional logics at a given

point in time, one of which is its dominant institutional

logic. We have adapted the typologies of Grinevich et al.

(2019) and of Vickers et al. (2017), which refer to sharing

platform operators and providers of health and wellbeing

services, respectively. Our interviews underscore the rele-

vance of these institutional logics in the context of inter-

modal mobility. Only the social logic, which is, according

to Grinevich et al. (2019), characterized, amongst others,

by a focus on enabling customers to have new socialising

experiences, did not play a significant role for the inter-

viewees. One reason for this might be that mobility ser-

vices, such as public transport and car-sharing, are usually

provided by companies, and not, as in the case of Airbnb or

Couchsurfing, by private people. In contrast, the dynamic

perspective deals with a shift of the dominant institutional

logic of an actor over time (Slavova and Karanasios 2018;

Joiner and Lusch 2016; Gozman and Currie 2013; etc.). A

different transition speed of the actors would thus con-

tribute to logic multiplicity in service ecosystems, which

supports our theoretical argumentation. Our empirical

results confirm the logic multiplicity among actors of ser-

vice ecosystems for intermodal mobility. Thus, our work

provides a good basis for future research on this topic.

Finally, we contribute to a better understanding of the

link between institutional logics and technology (IT),

which has been largely neglected in IS literature (Busch

2018). In our eyes, AT and its concept of contradictions

(Leont’ev 1978; Vygotsky 1978; Engeström 1987) are a

suitable theoretical foundation for revealing the negative

effects of logic multiplicity on the functional range of

service platforms. Rather than building theory per se, we

gain knowledge about the link by conceptualising inter-

modal mobility as a collective activity of service ecosystem

actors. When examining the activity, the activity system

constitutes the unit of analysis (Engeström 2001). In par-

ticular, its graphic representation illustrates how a logic

multiplicity can induce contradictions into the activity

system that negatively affect the functional range. Our

results show that there are two types of contradictions. The

first is induced by logic multiplicity in one actor, and the

second is caused by logic multiplicity between two actors.

By focusing on the entire activity system, we can also gain

insights into how its object (intermodal mobility), and thus

IT-enabled value co-creation, is negatively influenced by

these contradictions.

5.2 Implications for Practice and Policy

Our study has important implications for practice and

policy. Initially, we have identified the institutional logics

of actors embedded in four German service ecosystems for

intermodal mobility. In the run-up to this study, there were

some indications that changes had taken place in the

institutional logics of the actors. An expectation is that the

green logic is more important now than in the past due to

increased global awareness of the importance of environ-

mental sustainability. One indication are the court rulings

banning diesel cars from some areas of several German

cities in order to reduce air pollution (ADAC 2019).

Knowledge about the institutional logics of actors helps

practitioners to better understand the contradictions leading

to inadequate IT support of intermodal mobility (e.g.,

Albrecht and Ehmke 2016; Schulz et al. 2018; Schulz and

Überle 2018). As a result, the private car accounted for a

high proportion of total mobility, resulting in traffic jams

(INRIX 2019), lack of parking space (Giuffrè et al. 2012),

as well as air and noise pollution (Barth and Boriboon-

somsin 2008; Willing et al. 2017a, b). Our results show that

there is a logic multiplicity among the actors within and

between the service ecosystems. However, green logic is

the dominant institutional logic for only three actors (CA1,

CA4 and SIP). In the other cases, green logic is not dom-

inant (e.g., CA2, PTC3, and RA1), or it could not be

observed. Given the urgency of addressing the challenges

of environmental sustainability, this can be understood as

call to actors to adapt their institutional logics. In contrast,

almost all actors have adopted the service logic by con-

firming the necessity to participate in service ecosystems to

better meet the actual needs of citizens through intermodal

mobility.

Second, we have identified a logic multiplicity, which

induces contradictions into the activity system (Kuutti

1996; Allen et al. 2013) that negatively affect the func-

tional range of service platforms. We find, for example,

that the state logic contradicts the service logic of the

representative of TTA4. According to the former, there is

an obligation to provide public transport in non-prof-

itable areas as well. As a result, the actor attaches great

importance to direct customer contact and data sovereignty

in order to implement its own service platform. In turn, a

private smart integrator (SIP) cannot offer convenient

intermodal mobility through one-click booking and pay-

ment if several customer accounts are required to ensure

data sovereignty. A further limitation associated with dis-

tribution of customer mobility data among actors is limited

big data analytics, which leads to lower quality intermodal

mobility recommendations to customers and weaker

insights into the future design of mobility services. Against

this background, the question arises whether it is still
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necessary to impose on actors the obligation to provide

mobility. Technological progress enables actors to offer

new mobility services, such as on-demand services, for

which previously unprofitable areas are attractive. Our

results also illustrate that the civil society logic of actors

(e.g., PTC3) contradicts the service logic of smart inte-

grators. For instance, the desire to offer all citizens

affordable mobility through specific tickets, as well as an

array of distribution channels to enable, for instance,

elderly people to buy tickets without smartphones,

increases the level of technical complexity. One conse-

quence is the spatially limited focus of service platforms.

In order to support citizens through IT, this broad range of

service should be reduced. In summary, we contribute to

the understanding of practitioners with regard to logic

multiplicity that negatively affect the functional range of

service platforms, which helps them in adopting awareness

for their actions.

5.3 Limitations and Future Research

Our study has some limitations which should be addressed

by future research. First, it focuses on service ecosystems

for intermodal mobility in a single German federal state.

Future research should focus on additional German federal

states and on countries with different legal frameworks to

confirm the transferability of the results. In addition, this

study only indirectly takes into account sharing companies,

such as bike-sharing and car-sharing, which offer their

mobility services in cooperation with transport and tariff

associations. Future research should also consider mobility

services provided independently of transport and tariff

associations.

Given the sparse knowledge about the institutional

logics of actors in service ecosystems for intermodal

mobility, we adapted existing typologies (Grinevich et al.

2019; Vickers et al. 2017). Following Grinevich et al.’s

(2019) approach, we conducted semi-structured interviews

to identify actors’ institutional logics and determine whe-

ther an institutional logic is dominant or complementary.

This approach has two limitations. First, we only inter-

viewed single representatives of each organization, which

has a risk of bias. In order to mitigate potential bias, we

selected experts as informants (Eisenhardt and Graebner

2007). Second, our interview data did not always reveal the

dominant institutional logic of actors. Hence, in order to

determine the importance of the contradictions induced by

logic multiplicity, quantitative analysis of logic multiplic-

ity in the service ecosystems for intermodal mobility is

needed. Interesting insights into the effect of institutional

logics patterns on IT implementation might be provided by

qualitative comparative analysis (Rihoux and Ragin 2009).

In addition, long-term studies could reveal the factors

triggering shifts in institutional logics and how IT is

affected by such shifts.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we analyze logic multiplicity among actors in

service ecosystems for intermodal mobility and its influ-

ence on the functional range of service platforms. Our work

is novel in that it questions the assumption of S-D logic

literature that the service logic is the dominant institutional

logic of all actors, as well as challenges the common

practice of not taking complementary institutional logics

into account. In addition, we contribute to the under-

standing of the link between institutional logics and IT,

which has been neglected so far. The results of a German

qualitative study show that, in particular, the state logic of

some actors, which is characterized by the obligation to

provide mobility, impairs the quality of service platforms

in supporting citizens in intermodal mobility.
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